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Abstract
Various models have been developed over the years to analyze the many facets of
the flexibility of production and operation systems. This paper proposes a general
framework for the modeling and analysis of flexibility. The argument hinges upon
the distinction between flexibility-a property of the technology—and diversitya property of the environment in which the technology is operated. Flexibility is
characterized as a hedge against diversity. Intuitive strategic properties that are conventionally attributed to flexibility are shown to follow directly from this framework.
As illustrated by the different examples that are discussed, many existing models can
be naturally interpreted in this context. As an application, the effect of load imbalance on a set of parallel machines is analyzed. The problem sheds light on the role
of flexibility in queuing network and lot-sizing models of production.

or lower decrease) than the change that would obtain with the other technology under
the same conditions.
Three remarks are in order: First, note that the words technology and environment should be understood broadly. The word technology can, depending on the
application, designate any aspect of the firm's production resources, control procedures and overall strategy. The word diversity is used to convey the general idea
of variability, variety, or complexity. For example, diversity can be related to the
variability of the demand (stochastic or seasonal), the variability of input prices, the
number of different products, the speed at which successive generations of products
appear on the market, or the number of different parts in the design of a product.
Second, note that the classification of the elements of a particular model between
technologies and environments depends on the focus of the specific application. To
take an extreme example, if the focus of the analysis is on the design of the firm's
overall strategy, one would only include external factors (e.g., the variability of market
conditions) into the specification of the environment, while all other considerations
(e.g., the training of the workforce, procedures for the interdepartmental exchange
of information, etc.) would be included in the notion of technology. At the other
extreme, the set of technologies could be restricted to a set of machines while all
other aspects of the firm's strategy would define the environment.
The third remark concerns the interdependency between the definition of flexibility
and the characterization of diversity. This dependency can be used to derive the
relevant characterization of flexibility for a given performance criterion and a given
notion of diversity. The interdependency between flexibility and diversity works both
ways: The definition can also be used (backwards) to identify the characteristics
of the environment that a given type of flexibility hedges against. For example,
given the characteristics of a particular family of flexible manufacturing systems, one
might want to identify the characteristics of the environments that make this type of
technology desirable. At an empirical level, this is the question addressed by Tombak
and de Meyer (1988). Based on a survey of management attitudes toward flexible
manufacturing systems, they conclude that the relevant notion of diversity is different
in Europe, Ja.pan and the United States.
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As shown formally in Section 2, the above definition of flexibility yields several
attractive strategic properties. The three properties that follow are each related to
a different optimization problem cast in the context of the above framework. First
consider the problem of allocating environments to technologies. For example, this
could be the problem facing a multiproduct firm, allocating different subsets of its
product une to different plants.
PROPERTY 1:

(environment allocation)

Consider the problem of allocating two different environments to two different technologies: The overall performance of the system is improved if the more diverse
environment is allocated to the more flexible technology.
Next, consider the problem of selecting the optimal technology for a given environment:
PROPERTY 2:

(operations strategy)

An increase in the diversity of the environment makes it optimal to select a more
flexible technology.
An example of the use of properties 1 and 2 is given by the Okuma Machinery
Works case study (Jaikumar, 1986a). One of the firm's clients is contemplating the
acquisition of a. second flexible manufacturing system. As argued in the case, the
growing variety of parts produced by the client calls for a system more flexible than
the system already in place (property 2). Moreover, the more diverse portion of the
product line should be allocated to the new, more flexible system, while the less
diverse products remain with the old, less flexible system (property 1).
In many applications, a firm should be able to affect the environment in which the
production technology is operated. For example, changes in the engineering, marketing or procurement strategies would typically have an impact on the performance of
different technological choices.3 More generally, this is the problem of managing the
3 Some aspects of the environment, however, are likely to be outside of the firm's control. For
example, unless the firm enjoys considerable monopoly (or monopsony) power, this would typically
be the case for market conditions.
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interface between the firm's operations and other aspects of its strategy.
PROPERTY 3:

(strategic interfaces)

An increase in the flexibility of the technology makes it optimal to select a more
diverse environment.
The importance of property 3 is best illustrated by a recent survey of the use of
flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) in Japan and the United States. Jaikumar
(1986b) reports that the number of different parts produced on a FMS is typically
ten times larger in Japan than it is in the U.S. Jaikumar concludes that U.S. firm have
failed to understand the strategic opportunity offered by such flexible manufacturing
systems for increasing the diversity of the environment (property 3).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the general framework. Section 3 discusses examples of one-dimensional models of flexibility
and diversity; i.e., models in which flexibility and diversity can be measured by a
scalar. Section 4 discusses applications where the technology and the environment
are characterized by multiple parameters. In those examples, it is not always possible
to compare two technologies in ternis of their relative flexibility: the definition of flexibility defines a partial order on the set of technologies. To illustra-te the application
of the proposed framework, Section 5 analyses the effect of load imbalance on a set
of parallel machines. The analysis sheds light on the role of diversity and flexibility
in queuing network and lot-sizing models of production.
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2 A general framework
In order to formalize the notion of flexibility we need to define the following three elements: Let T denote the set of technologies whose flexibility is going to be compared;
one particular technology is denoted by t E T. Let E denote the set of environments in
which those technologies are operated; a particular environment is denoted by e E E.
Finally, let ir : T x E --> R denote the performance criterion (to be maximized—e.g.,
profit) against which technologies and environments are to be compared.
The framework does not require the sets T and E and the function r to exhibit
any more special structure. Nothing precludes the definition of fairly complex sets
T and E: For example, a point e

E

E could specify the stochastic and dynamic

evolution of competitive and market conditions and the firm's financial and marketing
strategy over a time horizon of several years. A point t

E

T could then specify the

firm's production strategy in every period and for every sta.te of nature, and the
performance r would be the value function of that dynamic programming problem.
To proceed with the general definition of flexibility, we need to introduce one final
and crucial ingredient: the notion of diversity of the environment. Diversity is defined
as a partial order on the set E; for two elements of L', e l >d e 2 denotes that e l is more
diverse than e2 . Intuitively, flexibility is a hedge against the diversity (complexity,
variety, variability) of the environment: The increase (decrease) in the performance
measure, 7r(t, e), induced by an increase in the diversity of the environment should
be larger (smaller) for a more flexible technology. The following definition formalizes
this simple and intuitive idea.
DEFINITION:

(flexibility as a. hedge against diversity)

Technology t 1 E T is said to be more flexible than technology t 2 E T (t 1 > f t 2) if
for any pair of environments el , e2

E

E such that e i >d e2 , the following inequality

holds:

7r(ti,ei) — r ( t i, e2) > r ( i 2, e 1) — 7(12,62).

(2.1)

Thus, flexibility is defined as the partial order induced on T by the diversity ordering
>d

through the performance criterion 7r. For the case where the performance is hurt
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by an increase in diversity (e.g., an increase in cost), the decrease in performance
induced by an increase in diversity is smaller for the more flexible technology. When
an increase in diversity induces an improvement in performance (e.g., an increase in
the diversity of the product line that yields an increase in revenue larger than the
corresponding increase in cost), then the improvement in performance is larger for
the more flexible technology.
Equation (2.1) is equivalent to the property of isotone differences for the function
7114 e) (Topkis, 1978). In particular, when T
>d

C

R and E

C

R, when the orderings

and > f correspond to the usual ordering of real numbers, and when the function

7r is twice-differentiable, the definition is equivalent to
027r(t,e) >0.
atae

(2.2)

This property is exploited in the next section that discusses such simple, one-dimensional
applications.
To conclude the description of the proposed framework, it remains to formalize
the three strategic properties of flexibility that are discussed in the introduction.
PROPOSITION 1:

For any t 1 , t2

E

(environment allocation)

T and e l , e2 E E such that t 1 > f t 2 and

61>d

e2 , we have 7r(t 1 , e l ) +

( 2, 6 2) > 7r ( t 2, c i) + 7(t1,e2).

7 t

PROOF:

Simply rearrange ternis in (2.1).

The problem of selecting the optimal technology can be defined as the problem of
selecting î(e) = arg max tET 7r(t, e), where it is assumed, to avoid technicalities, that
for any e E E the maximum is attained by a unique t E T.
PROPOSITION 2:

(operations strategy)

If the definition of fiexibility (2.1) induces a total order on T (i.e., for any t 1 ,t 2
either t i

>f t 2 or

t2 > f t1), then, for any el , e2 E E such that e 1

t(e1 ) f i(€2).
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>d

E

T,

e 2 , we have

The following proof is adapted from the work of Topkis (1978) which, under additional
structural assumptions, provides similar but stronger properties. In particular, it is
not necessary to assume that > f induces a total order on T. Milgrom and Roberts
(1990) analyze such a situation; their model is discussed in Section 4.1.
PROOF:

Suppose, a contrario, that î(e l ) =

definition of this implies that ir(t 2 , e i) —

12

and i(e 2 ) = t i with t l

t 2 . By

el) > 0 and ir(t 2 , e2) — r(t i , e 2 ) < O.

The two inequalities can be combined to yield (t 2 , e 2 )-7r(t i , e 2 ) < 7r(t2 ,
which contradicts definition (2.1).

> f

e1),

Il

Similarly, the problem of selecting the optimal environment strategy can be formalized as the selection of ê(t) = argmaxeEE 7r(t, e), where it is again assumed that
the maximum is attained by

a. unique e E

E. The proof of the following proposition

is identical to the proof of Proposition 2.
PROPOSITION 3:

(strategic interfaces)

If >d induces a total order on E, then, for any t i ,t 2 E T such that t 1 > f t 2 , we have
ê(li)

 d ê(12)•
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3 One-dimensional applications
This section reviews a number of one-dimensional models of flexibility. The connection between each of the different models and the general framework of Section 2
is established explicitly. In the first two examples, diversity is associated with the
stochastic variability of the demand. In the third example, diversity is associated
with the breadth of the product line.

3.1 Volume flexibility and demand variability
Marschak and Nelson (1962) analyze the value of flexibility for a. firm facing an
uncertain demand. Using their notation, let the total cost of production be given
by C = a.X 2 + bX K , where is the volume of production. The firm is maximizing
its profit by choosing the optimal output, X, as a function of the price P. Profit is
then given by f (P) = (P — b) 2 I 4a — K. When the price is a stochastic variable with
expected value P and variance o•2 , the expected profit is given by
E[f(P)] = 0.2 /40. + (P — b) 2 /4a — K.

(3.i)

Marschak and Nelson argue that a decrease in a corresponds to an increase in flexibility as reflected in a flatter average cost curve. They observe that "as u2 increases,
expected profit for the more flexible plant rises relative to expected profit for the less
flexible plant." This is precisely the idea of the general definition of Section 2.
To formalize the connection between this model and the above framework, let a
technology 1 e T be specified by the value of the pa.rameters a, b and K ;i and let the
environment e E E be characterized by 62 (holding P constant). The performance
function is given by the expected profit (3.1). Diversity can be measured by the
when a > Flexibility, as defined in Section 2, is then
uniquely characterized by the value of a; i.e., t 1 > f 1 2 when a l < a 2 . Indeed, the
variance u 2 ; i.e., e l

>d

62

other parameters, b and K, do not appear in the derivative of 7r with respect to
and, hence, do not determine flexibility.

s

u2

3.2 Safety stocks and capacity slack
Graves (1988) discusses the tradeoff between safety stocks and the ability to vary
production rates in a manufacturing system. The demand rate is assumed to be
normally distributed with mean /.2 and variance cr 2 . The production capacity (per
unit of time) exceeds the average demand, by a slack x > O. In order to reach
the desired level of service, as determined by a chosen service factor k, the firm must
hold a base stock, B, given by (equation 23 in Graves, 1988)
B(x,ka-) =

1 + (xlka)2
2(xlku) 2+

(3.2)

Graves proposes F = xlka as a measure of flexibility in that context.
For the purpose of establishing the link between this model and the framework
of Section 2, we need to make a more explicit distinction between flexibility and
diversity. For a given value of the average demand the technology is characterized
by the capacity slack x, and the environment is characterized by the service factor
k and the variability of demand a. Diversity can be characterized by the product
ka (a larger value of ka corresponds to a more diverse environment). Finally, let
the performance measure be given by the amount of inventory necessary to attain
the desired level of service: Since the performance measure, 7r, is understood as an
objective to be maximized, let 7r = —B. It follows from (3.2) and condition (2.2) that
simply check that a2 B/axad < 0, where

flexibility can be measured by the slack
d = ka.

The results of Section 2 readily apply: Consider, for example, the problem of investing in increasing the flexibility of the process (i.e., increase the capacity slack
The problem can be formulated as max x [a(x)i- hB(x,ka)] where a(x) is the investment associated with a slack x and h is the inventory holding cost. By proposition
2, the flexibility of the optimal manufacturing system increases (weakly) when the
diversity of the environement increases (larger ka).
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3.3 Lot—sizing and the breadth of the product line
The following example provides a deterministic situation in which diversity is associated with the variety of the product fine. The model, taken from de Groote
(1988), looks at the role of flexibility in the uncapacitated multiproduct lot-sizing
problem. Let k denote the setup cost, h the inventory holding cost, and c the unit
cost of production. Let 172 denote the total demand rate, and let n be the number
of different products. The different products are all sold at the same rate, rnmn, and
exhibit the same cost parameters, k, h, c. The production cost per unit of time (after
optimization of the lot—size) is then given by
C(k, n) V2khm.n + cm.

(3.3)

To focus on the interaction between the setup time, k, and the number of products,
n, let us assume that the other parameters are held constant. Thus, an element of
T is characterized by a setup cost, k, and an element of E is characterized by a
number of products, n. Define the performance measure as r(t, e) —C(k, n), and
let diversity be identified with product variety; i.e., e l

>d

e 2 when 72 1

>

n 2 . It is

easy to verify that a2 C(k,n)I akan > 0 . Thus, to be consistent with the definition,
flexibility should be identified with the reciprocal of the setup cost; i.e., t 1 > f t 2 when
< k2.
Again, the results of Section 2 readily apply. Consider, for example, the problem of
selecting the optimal technology for a given design of the product line. The problem
can be formulated as min k [a(k) + C(k,n)J, where a(k)
is the level of investment
associated with a technology characterized by a setup cost k. By proposition 2, an
increase in the variety of the product line makes it optimal to select a more flexible
technology.
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4 Multidimensional applications
In the examples of the previous section, the diversity of an environment and the
flexibility of a technology are each determined by one scalar parameter. Hence, it
is always possible to distinguish the more diverse of two environments and the more
flexible of two technologies. In more complex situations, however, it is not always
possible to do so. Compare an environment with stable input prices and a highly
variable demand with another environment that exhibits highly variable input prices
and a stable demand: Which is the more diverse? Similarly, compare a technology
with instantaneous product changeover capability but with no possibility of varying
the overall production rate with another technology that exhibits long and tedious
changeovers but that can be operated over a wide range of output rates: Which is
the more flexible? The characterization of diversity and flexibility in Section 2 is
based on the specification of partial orders over E and T. Thus, situations such as
the two-dimensional examples described above can in principle be interpreted in the
context of the framework of Section 2. In the applications that are discussed in this
section and in the next, partial orders stem from componentwise vector inequalities,
set inclusion, stochastic order, and the theory of majorization.4

4.1 The economics of modern manufacturing
Milgrom and Roberts (1990) provide a model where a technology and its environment
are specified by a vector of parameters. For each parameter, it is intuitively easy
to determine whether an increase or a decrease would correspond to an increase
in flexibility or diversity. Using their notation, an increase in the number of new
'The examples discussed in this paper cover varions models of production and operations systems.
The notion of flexibility is also relevant to the domain of decision making under uncertainty; see
for example Jones and Ostroy (1984) and Mandelbaum and Buzacott (1990). Jones and Ostroy
(1984) provide a two-stage decision problem that is closely related to the general framework of this
paper. They define two partial orderings: an ordering of beliefs, based on stochastic variability, and
an ordering of actions, based on switching costs. They establish structural properties that—after
reinterpretation of beliefs as environments and actions as technologies—are equivalent to equation
(2.1) and Property 2.
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products per period, q, and an increase in the number of setups per period, ni,
intuitively correspond to increases in diversity. Similarly, a decrease in the design
cost of new products, d, and a decrease in any of the setup related costs, e, s, w,
would correspond to an increase in flexibility. The definition of an order over each
component of the vector of parameters naturally induces partial orders over the sets
of environments and technologies.
Milgrom and Roberts establish that the firm's payoff is a supermodular function
of the vector of parameters (Theorem 7). This property has strong implications. In
particular, it is not necessary to assume that flexibility and diversity induce total
orders over T and E (as in Propositions 2 and 3) in order to establish that properties
2 and 3 hold.

4.2 Flexibility in the capacitated lot-sizing model
Another situation where the technology and the environment are specified by vectors
of parameters is analyzed in de Groote (1992). It is a generalization of the model
discussed in Section 3.2. A technology is characterized by the setup time, setup
cost, production rate and availability of a machine. The environment is characterized
by the cost and demand parameters for the different products that constitute the
product line to be produced on the machine. The performance criterion is given by
the operating cost per unit of time (after optimization of the lot-sizes).
In that model, it is possible to aggregate the different parameters that characterize the product line into two scalar measures: aggregate demand and variety. The
latter index depends on the number of products and the relative value of their cost
and demand parameters. Interpreting an increase in the variety index as an increase
in diversity, the impact of the technology parameters on flexibility is derived from a
special case of definition (2.1). Flexibility is shown to depend on two aggregate indices: (direct) setup cost, and the maximum number of setups that can be performed
per unit of time (as determined by setup times, production rates and machine availability). Thus, technologies such that one exhibits a smaller value of the first index
while the other exhibits a smaller value of the second index cannot be compared in
12

terms of their flexibility.
It is also interesting to note that Property 2 does not hold for this model (remember that the proposition is established for the case where > f induces a total order on
T). Consider the choice between a technology characterized by a small investment, a
small setup time and a large (direct) setup cost, and a second technology characterized by a larger investment, a large setup time and a small (direct) setup cost. It is
possible to construct examples where the first technology is optimal for small or large
values of diversity while the second is optimal for intermediate values [a numerical
example that exhibits that property can be found in de Groote (1992)].

4.3 Flexibility as the set of physical capabilities
An intuitive notion of flexibility is related to the set of physical capabilities of a technology: if one particular technology can perform ail the tasks that another technology
can perform and more, then it is natural to consider it as more flexible. 5 This intuitive notion of flexibility can be related to the general framework of Section 2 through
the following construction: Let S be the set of all the conditions (production rate,
product mix, quality, response–time, and what not) under which, it would be conceivable, in a given context, to operate a technology. A particular technology t E T is
identified by the set s(t) C S of conditions under which it can be operated. Similarly,
a particular environment e E E is identified with the set s(e) C S of conditions under
which the firm would like to be able to operate the technology. A natural notion
of diversity corresponds to set inclusion; i.e., e l > d

e2

if and only if s(e 2 ) C s(ci)•

An intuitive performance measure in this setting is given by

7r

(1, e) = m[s(t) n s(e)]

where m is any measure defined over subsets of S: indeed, for a technology t and an
environment e, the firm is only going to operate under the conditions that are in the
set s(t) n s(e). In this setting, it is easy to check that the notion of flexibility that
'For example, Fine and Freund (1990) and Rëller and Tombak (1990) analyze optimal investments
in flexible and dedicated technologies for firms operating in a two-product market. They consider
three types of technologies: technology' A is capable of producing product A only, technology B is
capable of producing product B only, the flexible technology, AB, is capable of producing any mix
of A and B.
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stems from (2.1) corresponds to the notion of set inclusion: t1 >> t 2 if and only if
s(t 2 ) C s(t i ). Unless T consists of a collection of nested subsets of S, this definition

of flexibility induces a partial order on T.
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5 Product line balancing
The previous two sections have established the connection between a number of existing models on flexibility and the general framework of Section 2. The issue of load
balancing over a set of parallel machines is taken up in this section. The analysis illustrates the use of the framework for the analysis of the role of flexibility and diversity
in specific applications.
Consider a production system consisting of n machines, each characterized by the

same cost curie C(.). Let

p

(pl, p2, • • . ,

Pn) E

R'1+ denote the vector of quantities

produced on each of the n machines. Let C(p) = E7_ 1 C(pi) denote the total operating
cost of the system. This cost–structure can be interpreted as the operating cost of
a system of n identical, parallel machines. Two additional interpretations are worth
mentioning: Using the notation of Section 3.3., let C (pi ) = Okhp,. In that case,
C(p) can be interpreted as the total operating cost (per unit of time) of the batch
production of n different products on a single machine. Another interpretation is
provided by Jackson's queuing network model of manufacturing (Jackson's, 1963).
Let pi denote the average arrivai rate at machine i. 6 The work-in-process inventory
in front of any machine is a convex function C(m). If the different machines exhibit
the same average processing rate, C(p) =

rC(p,)

can be interpreted as the total

inventory holding cost in the queuing system.
To focus the analysis on the effect of the relative distribution of load over the
machines, it is assumed that the total volume of production is the same for ail the
product unes that are going fo be considered; that is.

Epi

=

(5.1)

for some given constant rn. It is also assumeci throughout that
Pl > P2 > • • > Pn•

(5.2)

6 The arrivai rate can be computed from data on the demand rate and routing requirements of
the different products (note that in this case, the number of products is not n). An example of this
computation, in the context. of semiconductor wafer fabrication, can be found in Chen et al. (1988).
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Since the machines all exhibit identical cost-structures, this assumption is without
los s of generality.
The number of machines, n, and the total volume of production, m, are assumed
to remain fixed throughout. In this context, the set of technologies, T, corresponds
to a set of functions C : [0, m] —+ R. The set of environments, E, corresponds to a
set of vectors p E Rn+ satisfying conditions (5.1) and (5.2). Finally, the performance
function, 7r, is given by —C(p) (note the minus sign). Two cases are distinguished
below: (1) The case where T consists of convex functions exhibits diseconomies of
scale. It also corresponds to the queuing network interpretation of the model. (2)
The case where T consists of concave functions exhibits economies of scale. It also
corresponds to a model of batch production on a. single machine. In each case, we
need to identify an intuitive notion of diversity and derive the corresponding notion
of flexibility induced by definition (2.1).

5.1 The convex case
The first task is to identify a general and intuitive notion of diversity in this context.
To sharpen our intuition let us first consider the special case of two machines (n = 2).
Figure 1 about here
Figure 1 compares the average operating costs for two product unes p and q such that
Pi > q1 > q 2 >

p2 and pi + P2 = q1 + q2 = m. Under those conditions, by convexity of

C, we have C(p) > C(q). The economic intuition is straightforward: A convex cost
curve exhibits diseconomies of scale. In that case, a more balanced product lino yields
a lower average cost. It is also worth noting that it is always possible to increase the
balance of product line p by a transfer A < (p, — p2 )/2 from pi to p2 . This kind of
transfer is illustrated on Figure 1: q1 = p1 — A and q2 = /32 + A.
To proceed with the identification of a more general notion of diversity in this
context, we need to review some results in the mathematical theory of majorization:
A complete treatment can be found in in Marshall and Olkin (1979).
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DEFINITION: (majorization)

Consider two vectors p and q

E R1
7'

q (p >-- q) if for any k = 1,

, n,

satisfying conditions (5.1) and (5.2): p majorizes
pi >

The geometric intuition behind this definition

qi.
is

illustrated by Figure 2 where p

>-

q r. The vector p corresponds to the least balanced product line: the total volume
of production, m, is going through machine 1. The vector r corresponds to a perfectly
balanced product line: the volume of production is equal to m/n on each machine.
The vector q corresponds to an intermediate situation: the concavity of the curve
stems from condition (5.2).
Figure 2 about here
The following lemma generalizes the intuition of Figure 1 to the case of n products.
A balancing transfer refers to the transfer of a small enough quantity A between a
pair of components of a vector p in the direction that increases balance (as in Figure
1). That is, for pk > pi , the transformation (pk , pi )

(pk —

pi + A), for any

A < (Pk — /0/2.
LEMMA:

(diversity as load imbalance)

Consider two vectors p and q

E

Ir+ satisfying (5.1) and (5.2). The following state-

ments are equivalent:

1.

»

2. E r.i1=1 f (pi )

f (q,.) for any con vex function f,

3. p can be transformed to q by a. finite number of ba.la.ncing transfers
PROOF:

See Marshall and Olkin (1979). I

The above discussion suggests the use of the notion of majorization to characterize
diversity in this context: p is more diverse than q if p
17

q. In particular, this notion

of diversity exhibits the following two properties: (1) By the second part of the above
lemma, an increase in diversity induces an increase in cost for any technology in T. (2)
By the third part of the lemma, a decrease in diversity corresponds to a better balance
of the product fine (as obtained through a finite number of balancing transfers).
It remains to derive the notion of flexibility induced by the above definition of
diversity. The following proposition establishes that a flatter cost curve, in the sense
of a smaller second derivative, is more flexible.
PROPOSITION 4:

(flexibility of convex parallel machines)

Consider the twice-differentiable convex functions C1 and C2
flexible than
PROOF:

C2

if and only if

:

[0, m] -■ R. C1 is more

< C2 pointwise in [0, H.

To characterize flexibility by definition (2.1), we need to analyze the impact

of a change in diversity on cost. By the above Lemma (part 3), it suffices to analyze
the effect of one balancing transfer between any two components of the product line
vector. Let Fi (A) = 0) + Ci (p2 + A), i -= 1,2, for pi > p2 and (pl -p2)/2.
An increase in A corresponds to a decrease in diversity. Thus, to show that C 1 is
more flexible than

C2,

Fi' (A) =

we need to find conditions under which F1 >
- z) C:(p2 + A) = -

We have

Pl -A

C:'(x)dx.
P2-1-A

Since the condition must hold for any p i , p2 E [0, m] and for any A (0 < A <
(P1 - P2)/ 2 ),

> F2 is equivalent to C.7 < q' of any point in [0, m].

•

In a Jackson's queuing network, the work-in-process inventory in front of machine
i is given by C(pi ) = (pi / 12)/ (1 - pi / fi), where fL is the average production rate of
a machine. An increase in fi clearly yields a decrease in C". The interpretation of
the above proposition is that a system with a larger capacity is less vulnerable to
imbalances in the load of the different stations.'
7 This observation is consistant with results on the optimal loading of flexible manufacturing
systems modeled as closed queuing networks; e.g., Stecke and Morin (1985).
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5.2 The concave case
The analysis of the case of a concave cost function is similar, with one crucial difference: This time, the least cost situation corresponds to the case where the load
is concentrated on one machine (i.e., p l = m, p 2
perfect balance (i.e., pi =

p2 • • • =

pn

=•••=

p n = 0), while the case of

m/n) yields the highest cost. In order to

retain the intuitive property that an increase in diversity corresponds to an increase
in cost, it is natural in this context to identify an increase in balance with an increase
in diversity. The results of the above lemma still apply (with a change of sign). A
natural definition of diversity in this case is the opposite of the definition that was
retained in the convex case: p is more diverse than q if q >- p. This definition exhibits
the following two properties: (1) An increase in diversity induces an increase in cost
for any technology in T. (2) An increase in diversity corresponds to a better balance
of the product line (imbalance being the desirable situation in this case).
In this context, the notion of flexibility stemming from definition (2.1) again depends on the second derivative of the cost curve C. The proof of the following
proposition is identical to the proof of Proposition 4.
PROPOSITION 5:

(flexibility of concave parallel machines)

Consider two twice-differentiable concave functions

C1, C2 : [0

ml --> R. Cl is more

flexible than C2 if and only if C1' > C2 pointwise in [0, m].
Note that for a concave cost curve, the second derivative is negative: the more flexible
technology is the one that exhibits the smaller absolute value of C". As discussed
in section 3.3, the operating cost associated with product i in the uncapacitate'd
multiproduct lot-sizing model is given by C(p,) = -ekhp,, where p, denotes the
demand rate for product i. The characterization of flexibility in terms of setup cost
discussed in section 3.3 is a direct application of the above proposition: A smaller
value of the setup cost k yields a smaller absolute value of C" and, hence, a more
flexible technology.
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6

Concluding remarks

As pointed out by Karmarkar and Kekre (1987), operational questions such as the
optimal design and configuration of a flexible production process can be answered
directly in terrils of the parameters of a detailed model of the technology and its
environment, without making it necessary to define flexibility explicitly. The point of
view presented in this paper is that this quantitative analysis can be complemented
by the identification of broad structural properties of the detailed model that are cast
in terms of the flexibility of the process and the diversity of the environment. Such
structural properties sharpen the analyst's intuitive understanding of the interplay
between the different parameters of the problem. They also provide a formai link
between the parameters of the detailed quantitative models that are used for control
and planning, and the more aggregate and sometimes hard to quantify notionssuch as flexibility—that are used in strategic analysis. A formai link between those
two levels of analysis should improve the interpretation and communication of the
quantitative results in terms of the broader strategic context and vice-versa.
The careful distinction of flexibility and diversity is also important for the design
and interpretation of empirical studies. For example, as discussed in the introduction,
Tombak and de Meyer (1988) explore the importance of various notions of diversity
in the adoption of flexible manufacturing systems. The work of Kekre and Srinivasan
(1990) is also relevant. A striking feature of their analysis is that the breadth of a
firm's product line fails to exhibit a strong impact on cost. The authors suggest that
this unexpected outcome is due to the lack of control (due to the lack of data) for
manufacturing strategy. With the terminology of this paper, their conclusion can be
paraphrased as follows: the absence of a significant effect of diversity (the ',breadth
of the product fine) on performance (cost) may be due to the lack of control for the
flexibility of the technology (manufacturing strategy) used by the different firms in
the data sample.
The framework of Section 2, the examples that follow in subsequent sections, and
the above discussion, ail emphasize the role of flexibility in quantitative models of
production and operations systems. Perhaps more important than the formai definition of flexibility, however, is the qualitative distinction between the varions elements
20

of the model: the set of technologies, the set of environments, the performance criterion, and the relation between flexibility and diversity. Even in the absence of a
detailed quantitative model, the identification of these various elements in practical
managerial situations should help clarify the structure of the problem.8

'Financial support for this research was provided by the H untsman Center for Global Competition
and Leadership at The Wharton School. Helpful discussions with colleagues and with participants in
seminars at Carnegie—Melon University, INSEAD, the University of Rochester, Stanford University
and the University of Pennsylvania are gratefu]ly acknowledged.
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